I. Introduction
Web data mining is one of the allied themes of data mining technique, which is used to extract the information from the webpage for analyzing the facts for specific applications. Web data includes web documents, web pages, hyperlinks between web pages and finally log information on web sites. This paper addresses two different problems like predicting and analyzing the death using web data mining technique. Generally prediction is identification of one thing entirely based on the description of the related thing. Mathematically this can be described as predicting i+1 th case with the help of first i cases by considering the data available in the web site. The website will be having the statistics of the death rate between x and y years are because of different reasons and predicting algorithm will predict death rate for the year z. Based on the data mining techniques, the death rate of the human beings is predicted. The prediction is accomplished by set of machine learning techniques which consists different stages like training and testing. Since machine learning algorithms are considered for predicting the death rate, previous year"s statistics behaviors like a training data. In this paper four different supervised learning algorithms are considered for predicting the death rate like interval valued classifier, nearest neighbor classifier, centroid classifier and decision tree classifiers for mortality rate prediction using score level fusion.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II a brief literature survey on the exiting state of the art techniques is presented. In section III proposed model for predicting mortality rate of deathis described. Section IV discusses about experimentation and comparative analysis. Paper will be concluded in section V.
II. Related Work
In general forecasting and prediction is the future behavior or future event of the selected data set. The predicting knowledge from the analyzed data is used to predict future behaviors and event. It helps in various domains such as future marketing campaigns, Future event prediction, and pre fetching web pages for improving performance allocating or de-allocating resources and coaching. There are a specific number of researches have been done on Web site related forecasting. There are few number of researches have been done on future event related forecasting.
Enke, D.S.Thawornwong explained the techniques and method of data mining and neural network needed for prediction and forecasting of stock market prices and values. It has been accepted widely by many studies that nonlinearity exists in the financial markets and that neural networks can be used effectively to uncover this relationship [2] .H. A. Ahmed Aqlanet. al., explained prediction and the causes of death event is done using web mining techniques. In thisapproach real-time predictions about the likelihoods of future death and disease events of interest [5] .
Shoiab Ahmedand A. Danti have explored data mining techniques on rule based classifier using precisionmethods [15] . Gouda. et al. made comparison among the different classifiers such as decision tree (J48), Multi-Layer Perception (MLP), Naive Bayes (NB), Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO), and Instance Based for K-Nearest neighbor (IBK) on three different databases of breast cancer and used fusion at classification level between these classifiers to get the most suitable multi-classifier approach for each data set [4] .K.K.Sureshkumar has used Weka tool to get more accurate stock prediction price and compared with weka classifier methods such as Gaussian processes, isotonic regression, least mean square, and linear [7] .SolankiA.V. have exploreddata mining technique for classification of sickle cell disease prevalent in Gujarat, From there experimentation it can be inferred that Random tree is better algorithm as it produces more depth decisions respect to J48 for sickle cell diseases [16] . S.C. Dangareand Sulabha S. explained about analyzed prediction systems for Heart disease using more number of input attributes [11] .ShantakumarB.Patil,and Y.S.Kumaraswamyhave proposed theoretical underpinnings of the Bayesian approach for classification [14] . V. Krishnaiah et al explored for early detection and correct diagnosis of the disease which will help the doctor in saving the life of the patient [17] .GeramiFarzad et al Predicted and forecasting Workplace Accidents by WEKA Software tool using the linear regression method [3] . VrushaliBhuyar has used classification Techniques on Soil Data and Predicted and forecast Fertility Rate for Aurangabad District [20] . Velide Phanikumar and Lakshmi Velide discussed, processing and predicted nitrogen, phosphorus and sculpture in soil in less time by the linear regression method [18] . Vijayarani S. and Sudha S. have compared the analysis of classification function techniques for heart disease prediction [19] . Nan Gao et aldiscussed the idea about Forecasting Model on Emergency Incidents in a city using WEKA software tool [9] . Elia Georgiana Dragomir predicted an Air Quality Index forecasting using K-Nearest Neighbor Technique [1] . Rajesh Kumar explained about the decision tree method in forecasting the dependent variables like fog and rain for weather forecasting using WEKA [10] . S.Dhamodharan used Bayesian classification technique, which is one of the major classification models. The primary goal is to predict the class type from classes such as "Liver Cancer", "Cirrhosis", "Hepatitis" and "No Disease" [12] .
Score Level Fusion Based Death Prediction using Data Mining Techniques
S.N. Bharath and A. Danti illustrates combined approaches for text classification system. Integer representation is achieved using ASCII values of the each integer and later linear regression is applied for efficient classification of text documents. An extensive experimentation using nearest neighbor supervised learning algorithms on four publically available corpuses are carried out to reveal the efficiency of the proposed technique [13] . Haizhou DU suggesting an idea about Wind Power Load Forecasting based on the data mining classification techniques using WEKA [6] . 
III. Proposed Model

Algorithm -1:
Prediction of Mortality rate using supervised learning algorithm. Input: Statistics of mortality rates of five diseases over the years y (i,j) . Output: Predicted mortality rate mrb (i,j 
Figure 1: Block diagram of Proposed Mortality Rate Prediction of Death
Prediction result obtained by four classifiers and final prediction is determined using score level fusion obtained by two approaches as given below.
Approach -1:Score Level Fusion Based Approach
To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithms, score level fusion method is adapted for the four different supervised learning algorithms considered in the paper. Generally voting methods consider the fmeasure values of the four different learning algorithms and predict the result which is selected by most classifiers.Simple fusion method is formulated as follows. (p1, p2, p3, p4) Where p1, p2, p3 and p4 prediction result of classifier. But for some applications, combination of classification algorithms plays a major role in assessing the performance of the model.
Classification Score = Max
Approach -2:Prediction by Combined Classifier:
In this article four different numbers of classifiers are considered for mortality rate prediction. But to assess the overall performance of the proposed model classifiers will be selected based on few parameters. To achieve the good performance of the proposed model, the performance of the each individual classifier need to be optimized. If more than oneclassifier with minimum marginal performance are being considered, it will be difficult to expect the high level of accuracy in the system. This can be addressed by selecting computationally less expensive and high performance classification algorithm. After the experimentation, another type of confusion matrix Cm is generated to calculate the classifier correlation. The confusion matrix Cm lists true classes c verses the estimated class ĉ. This is because of all classes can be enumerated, it is possible to obtain information not only about the correctly classified states 
IV. Experimental Results
Any systems need to evaluate by considering state of the art publically available datasets. In this article Queensland Governmentdataset is considered for the evaluation purpose. Queensland Government dataset consists of morality rate of the five important diseases viz Trachea, bronchus and lung, Melanoma of skin, Breast, Female genital organs and Male genital organs. The proposed model is made to work on four different classifier like interval valued classifier, nearest neighbor, centroid classifier and decision tree. The datasets consistsdeath data for the year 2011, 2012 and 2013. Table -2 presents the results of the experiments conducted for the evaluation of the proposed algorithms. It is clear from the Table 2 , that decision tree learning algorithm perform well compared to other techniques, due to its ability to capture the knowledge from the training samples. Table 3 shows the prediction result of combined classifier and Figure 3 shows plot of prediction result by combination classifier. 
V. Conclusion
The proposed model presents the problem like predicting and analyzing the death using web data mining technique. Four different machine learning algorithm is considered for mortality rate prediction. The proposed model is evaluated by considering publically availablenormal size dataset. The experimental results reveal that, proposed model is provided good results fromfour different classifiers for mortality rate prediction. Further simple fusion technique is applied for analyzing the efficiency of the algorithms. A combination rule to find out best combinations of classifiers is also devised. In the future one can think of designing a generalized combination rule for selecting combination of n classifiers for efficient modeling.Evaluation of results and graphical analysis reveal interesting facts that p2-p4 i.e., decision tree algorithms and nearest neighbor pair are better suited for forecasting since these algorithm utilizes complete training sets and produces higher prediction rate, whereas p1-p3 i.e., interval valued classifier and centroid classifier gives poor results due to the fact that it utilizes subset of the training sample 
